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I would like to know if there are things I can do to reduce the number of HTTP requests:. A silly question, but this is a challenge I am looking at tackling. A: As Mark mentioned, rewriting your controllers to take advantage of your new framework will help quite a bit. I implemented a bit more in depth tuning
(such as caching of logic and not calling the database everytime) and it helped quite a bit. A: Then you'll have to identify the bottlenecks in your application, and figure out what is not optimized for the new framework, and make sure to work around that. For instance, if everytime your application calls a db
you Store some key/value data for the db call Store some output to e.g. a json file That would be an overhead that should be avoided in your new architecture. How do you do these three tasks? Think of what you do with all your database logic. Store some data. Log something to the screen. These are three
high-level tasks you can think of. Now try to think of how you could move that to your application layer. For instance, if you don't use sql you could run all your stuff in the background on multiple servers and then store some data for each task. It might not even require you to write all that, because maybe
someone else has done all the work for you. The whole point is to find the best way to optimize your app for the new framework. A: If you're using ng-repeat, then you should use a $index for the items to show and use a $watch for the items to only have a single view / update instead of doing one on each
item. If you have a lot of models in your system, you may even want to separate out the model logic into separate controllers / services. Another thing to look at is how you use jQuery. For example, if you do something like this: $('div.some-thing').click(function () {... }); That will trigger on every click on

every element with the class "some-thing". You'd want to write it like this to wait for the click to happen: $('#some-thing').click(function (e) {... }); That way only one element can be clicked on at a time and doesn't matter what the other click events are. If your
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